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Predicting how species respond to human pressure is essential to anticipate their decline and
identify appropriate conservation strategies. Both human pressure and extinction risk change
over time, but their inter-relationship is rarely considered in extinction risk modelling. Here
we measure the relationship between the change in terrestrial human footprint (HFP)—
representing cumulative human pressure on the environment—and the change in extinction
risk of the world’s terrestrial mammals. We ﬁnd the values of HFP across space, and its
change over time, are signiﬁcantly correlated to trends in species extinction risk, with higher
predictive importance than environmental or life-history variables. The anthropogenic conversion of areas with low pressure values (HFP < 3 out of 50) is the most signiﬁcant predictor
of change in extinction risk, but there are biogeographical variations. Our framework, calibrated on past extinction risk trends, can be used to predict the impact of increasing human
pressure on biodiversity.
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pecies are disappearing at rates that are 1000 times faster
than those registered in the fossil record1, and accurate
predictions of extinction risk are necessary to anticipate
declines under past, current, and projected levels of human pressure. Understanding the relationship between changes in human
pressures and the decline of individual species is necessary for
identifying those species at highest risk, and for prioritising the
actions and policies required to combat their decline2,3. Comparative extinction risk modelling, which builds on the relationship
between species threat status, their life histories, and the pressure
mapped within their ranges, is increasingly used to predict the risk
of extinction4–8. This approach allows inferring the extinction risk
of a large number of species based on readily available data, and
predictions can be updated more often than expert-based assessments, given the substantially lower resources requirement9,10.
However, a major limitation in these analyses is the absence of a
link to spatial and temporal changes in human pressure and how
these lead to change in the risk of species declines8. This is further
complicated by two types of change in human pressure, the change
in extent of pressures (e.g. road building in a new area), and the
intensiﬁcation of existing pressures (e.g. increase in deforestation
rates). The missing linkage between pressure and extinction risk
means comparative extinction risk analysis has struggled to inform
policy and management11.
As a species’ conservation status is sensitive to changes in
human pressure12,13, more dynamic extinction risk modelling has
the potential to elucidate links between trends in pressures and
trends in extinction risk. The recent publication of a temporally
inter-comparable map of human footprint14 (HFP) presents an
important advance in the global representation of changing
human pressure on the terrestrial environment. The map, which
incorporates eight pressure layers standardised into a cumulative
index (see Methods for details), is calculated at two time points
and provides an opportunity to investigate the relationship
between changes in human pressure and changes in the status of
biodiversity. HFP provides a spatially explicit index of cumulative
human pressure ranging from 0 to 50, where a value of zero
corresponds to ‘wilderness areas’ free from any signiﬁcant human
inﬂuence15, a value of four corresponds to low pressure levels (e.g.
pasture lands), and values above 20 typically represents very high
pressure levels (e.g. densely populated semi-urban and urban
areas)14. Yet, the HFP is not necessarily a direct measure of threat
to species, and it would be inappropriate to assume that all
species respond to human activities in the same way. Consequently, the relationship between HFP and species extinction risk
requires testing, in the context of environmental and life-history
characteristics of each species.

a

Here we compare a 16-year trend in HFP (1993–2009) with a
12-year trend in the extinction risk of 4421 terrestrial mammal
species (1996–2008). Our goal is to test the existence of a direct
relationship between changing human pressure, as represented by
the HFP, and changing risk status of species over a comparable
time frame. This allows for the dynamic, as opposed to static,
modelling of species extinction risk8, and takes advantage of a
single, cumulative, representation of how human pressure has
changed over time16. We focus on terrestrial mammals as they
have had their extinction risk measured over a similar period as
HFP13, and they have served as a focal group in several previous
extinction risk analyses17. We classiﬁed species into two groups,
following earlier work8: ‘low-risk’ transitions and ‘high-risk’
transitions (Fig. 1). The low-risk group included species that
retained a category of least concern and species that moved from
any higher category of threat to a lower category during the study
period. The high-risk group included all species that retained a
category of threatened or near threatened, together with species
that moved from any lower category of threat to a higher category. We also test a more conservative classiﬁcation of risk
change, where species are considered either ‘uplisted’, if they
moved from any Red List category to a higher category during the
study period, or ‘not uplisted’. We measured the proportion of
each species’ range overlap with high HFP values, and how this
overlap has changed through time, testing all possible deﬁnitions
of what constitutes ‘high HFP’. We used these values, and other
known human pressure, environmental, and life-history predictors of risk (Table 1), to provide estimate of the extinction risk
transitions of species as a function of change in human pressure
within their distributions.
Our results show the importance of HFP as a predictor of
extinction risk transition in terrestrial mammals, and suggest the
conversion of natural and semi-natural areas (those with low HFP
values) has the strongest association with high-risk transitions in
species conservation status. We also identiﬁed biogeographical
differences in the best HFP threshold to determine areas of ‘high
pressure’, which can be used for regional monitoring of extinction
risk change.
Results
Global change in human pressure and species extinction risk.
Much of Earth’s terrestrial surface (30.8%) has undergone an
increase in human pressure, as indicated by HFP values that have
increased since 1993 (Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 1a). Two thirds
of those areas already had relatively high HFP values18 in 1993
( ≥ 4) which became even higher by 2009. At the other end of the
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Fig. 1 Classiﬁcation of species extinction risk transitions, based on past and present IUCN Red List categories*. Low-risk transitions include those species
that were of least concern throughout the study period, together with species that moved from any higher category of threat to a lower one. High-risk
transitions include all species that were originally threatened or near threatened and retained their category throughout the study period, together with
species that moved from any lower category of threat to a higher category. *Acronyms for the Red List categories: Least Concern (LC); Near Threatened
(NT); Vulnerable (VU); Endangered (EN); Critically Endangered (CR)
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Table 1 Description of the variables used to predict extinction risk transitions in the random forest model
Class
Pressure
Pressure
Pressure

Pressure
Life history
Life history
Life history
Life history
Life history

Variable
High HFP extent
High HFP change
Human population
density
Human population
growth
Travel time to cities
Taxonomic order
Gestation length
Weaning age
Body mass
Diet

Life history

Habitat class

Environment
Environment
Environment

NDVI
Tree cover
Habitat prevalence

Pressure

Description and source
Proportion of species range overlapping with high human footprint values in 2009.
Difference in the proportional overlap between species range and high HFP during 1993–2009.
Density of human population in year 2000.

14
14
46

Source

Human population growth, proportional increase in human population between 1990 and 2000.

47

Accessibility from major cities, measured as travel time.
Species taxonomic orders.
Gestation length, a proxy of species reproductive output.
Weaning age, a proxy of species reproductive timing.
A generic proxy of species life history and energetic requirements
Dietary category: carnivore ( > 90% animal matter ingested), omnivore (10–90%), herbivore
( < 10%).
Species preferences of macro-habitat categories: aquatic, artiﬁcial, caves, desert, forest,
grassland, rocky areas, savanna, shrubland, generalists (two or more of the previous categories).
Normalized difference vegetation index, proxy of primary productivity, registered from year 2013.
Percentage tree cover values registered in year 2000.
Proportion of suitable habitat within species range.

48
35
49,50

as above
49–51
52
35,53
54
55
53

Variables are aggregated into three main classes (human pressure, life-history, environmental characteristics)
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Fig. 2 Recent changes in terrestrial human footprint and species extinction risk. a Shows a transition matrix in which any position represents the initial (x
axis) and ﬁnal (y axis) human footprint value (from 0 to 50) of global 1 km terrestrial grid cells; the colour scheme represents the number of individual cells in
each particular transition state. b Shows a transition matrix in which any position represents the initial (x axis) and ﬁnal (y axis) extinction risk category (from
Least Concern to Extinct) of terrestrial mammal species; the colour scheme represent the number of individual species in each particular transition state

spectrum, most of the areas that did not face an increase in
human pressure (41.5% of the total terrestrial surface) are characterised by a relatively low HFP value ( < 4). Half of these lowHFP areas have been identiﬁed as the last remaining terrestrial
‘wilderness’, which is free of any signiﬁcant human disturbance
(HFP = 0).
When looking at the transitions in species extinction risk, we
found that 69% of species faced a low-risk transition, while 31%
faced a high-risk transition (Fig. 2b; Supplementary Fig. 1b). This
is largely due to 1,229 (27.8%) threatened and near-threatened
species retaining their Red List category, and in minor part to 159
uplisted species (3.6%) that moved towards higher Red List
categories. Only 22 (0.5%) species moved towards lower Red List
categories during the study period.

Measuring human pressure within species ranges. The cumulative distribution of HFP values within species geographic ranges
followed similar patterns across the two species groups (high-risk
and low-risk) and across years (Fig. 3). However, high-risk species had on average a larger proportion of their range overlapping
with high HFP values, compared to low-risk species. The level of
overlap with those areas classiﬁed as wilderness was comparable
between high-risk and low-risk species, while the biggest differences among the two groups was observed for HFP values in the
range 3–15, which correspond to moderate or high levels of
human pressure16. This was reﬂected in signiﬁcantly higher mean
HFP values within the range of high-risk species compared to
low-risk species (p-value = 2*10−12 in 1993 and 2* 10−16 in 2009;
Wilcoxon signed rank test, one-sided; Supplementary Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3 Cumulative extent of human footprint values within mammal species
ranges. The lines represent the cumulative percentage of species range that
overlaps with increasing values of human footprint, averaged among all
species. Different lines refer to species in the low-risk or high-risk
categories, for the period 1993 or 2009, as reported in legend

High-risk species typically faced a larger change in the extent of
high HFP values compared to low-risk species, with the exceptions
of very low HFP thresholds (Fig. 4). When looking at HFP
thresholds between 0 and 2, low-risk species had a larger
proportion of their range moving from below- to abovethreshold values compared to high-risk species. This might be
related to many threatened and declining species retaining little
natural areas within their range at the beginning of the study
period, with consequent little chances of observing an increasing
HFP in natural areas during the study period. For HFP in the
range 3–49, high-risk species consistently showed higher proportions of their range moving to above-threshold values, with a
difference that was signiﬁcant for thresholds in the range 6–44
(p-values = 2*10−6–2*10−2; Wilcoxon signed rank test, onesided). Overall, the largest effect size for the difference in extent
of high HFP values between low-risk vs high-risk species was
observed for a HFP threshold of 3 (Cohen’s d = 0.43) and
decreased afterwards, while the effect size for change in the extent
of high HFP values increased up to a threshold of 6 and then
stabilized (with Cohen’s d values in the range 0.20–0.22;
Supplementary Fig. 3 and 4).
When looking at the difference in extent of high HFP values for
uplisted vs. not uplisted species, we found even larger differences
than those described for low-risk vs. high-risk species (Supplementary Fig. 5), with substantially higher values for uplisted
species when looking at HFP thresholds between 2 and 20.
Modelling transitions in species extinction risk. We measured
the performance of HFP in predicting low- vs. high-risk transitions in species extinction risk, using a random forest model for
classiﬁcation19. In this analysis, we compared the predictive
performance of HFP with a number of other pressure, life-history,
and environmental variables (Table 1). We measured HFP both
as the current extent of high HFP values within species ranges,
and as the change in high HFP values over the time period
(1993–2009). We adopted all possible thresholds to determine
low vs. high HFP values (from HFP > 0 to HFP > 49), and found
that the importance of HFP variables as predictors decreased with
increasing thresholds (Supplementary Fig. 6). Overall, a HFP
threshold of ≥ 3 resulted in the highest prediction performance
across the two HFP variables (current extent and change over
time), indicating that human pressure intensiﬁcation in intact and
near-intact areas is globally more relevant, for explaining
extinction risk transitions, than intensiﬁcation within already4
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Fig. 4 Changes in the overlap between species ranges and high human
footprint values over time. The lines report the average change in the
overlap between species ranges and human footprint values bigger than
any given threshold. Different lines refer to species in the low-risk or highrisk categories, as reported in legend. The shaded areas around the lines
represent the 95% standard credible interval measured across a total of
4421 species

modiﬁed landscapes. We found that pressure variables had higher
predictive performance compared to life-history and environmental variables, highlighting the magnitude of human inﬂuence
on environmental trends20, and the two HFP variables were the
most important predictors in the model (Fig. 5). The model
showed good overall classiﬁcation ability during cross-validation
(species correctly classiﬁed = 82.9%), albeit the accuracy in predicting high-risk species (sensitivity = 60.4%) was lower than the
accuracy in predicting low-risk species (speciﬁcity = 92.4%; True
Skill Statistics = 0.53).
The biogeography of human pressure within species ranges.
We observed some differences among realms and biomes in
terms of HFP change patterns (Fig. 6). For example, the HFP
value at which high-risk species had the largest proportions of
their ranges moving above threshold was < 6 in the Nearctic,
Neotropical and Afrotropical realms, and > 6 in the Palearctic,
Indomalay and Australasian realms. Most realms showed general
consistency with the global analysis in that high-risk species had a
higher proportion of their range moving toward higher HFP
values compared to low-risk species, especially when looking at
intermediate and high HFP thresholds. However there were
exceptions in the Afrotropical and Indomalay realms. In the
Afrotropical realm, the exception emerged for grassland biomes
(Supplementary Fig. 7), where low-risk species showed larger
conversions to high HFP values than high-risk species, when
considering thresholds in the range 7–12. In the Indomalay
realm, low-risk species had similar (or even higher) proportions
of their ranges moving toward higher HFP values compared to
high-risk species. This was especially the case for species living in
the moist forest biome, which contrasted with the results obtained
for the same biome in other realms. When looking at dry forest
species in the Indomalay, we found low-risk species had faced
larger increase in the extent of HFP values in the range 9–18,
while high-risk species have faced a higher change for HFP values
above 18.
Despite the differences in HFP change patterns observed across
biogeographical domains, we still found that relatively low
thresholds resulted in the highest predictive performance of
“HFP change” as a variable in random forest models developed
for separate realms (Supplementary Fig. 8). The lowest threshold
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Fig. 5 Predictive importance of variables for the prediction of extinction risk transitions in terrestrial mammals. Variables are colour-coded according to
their broad class (human pressure, life-history, environmental characteristics). Different plots refer to different measures of variable importance: a variable
effect on the overall decrease in prediction accuracy, and b contribution of the variable to decrease Gini Index during the classiﬁcation routine. A
description of all the variables can be found in Table 1. In this analysis, “high HFP" included values of 3 or above

(HFP ≥ 1) was observed in the Nearctic realm, while the highest
threshold was observed in the IndoMalay realm (HFP ≥ 5).
Discussion
In order to proactively inform monitoring and management, it is
necessary to know the conditions under which a species is likely to
retain an unsustainable high risk of extinction, or to face increased
risk over time8. We found that the extent of high human pressure
(as deﬁned by the HFP index) within species ranges, and the
change in this extent over time, were strong correlates of extinction risk transitions. These two variables (state and change of high
HFP values) were found to be the strongest predictors of risk
when compared to an array of other variables, including species’
traits, environmental conditions, and individual pressure layers.
This result contrasts with the ﬁndings from previous extinction
risk modelling for mammals, where the importance of human
pressure as predictors was found to be lower than environmental
or life-history variables3,17,21. This shows that temporal cumulative pressure mapping is a powerful tool for improving extinction
risk modelling and forecasting, coupling changes in human
pressure with changes in biodiversity state.

Identifying a threshold of human pressures beyond which
species show negative response22 is essential for monitoring land
conversion rates in the context of international biodiversity targets15,23. Yet the deﬁnition of “high pressure” levels has remained
elusive in global analyses so far. Our results show that averting
the conversion of natural and semi-natural areas, those with HFP
values ≥ 3, is the most effective strategy to prevent species from
undergoing a high-risk transition in their conservation status
when accounting for environmental and life-history traits. These
results are in line with recent ﬁndings that deforestation within
intact landscapes is the strongest correlate of decline in forest
species24, opening up the path to a number of direct threat
mechanisms (such as hunting, diseases spread, and invasive
species). However, protecting natural and semi-natural landscapes is not sufﬁcient to improve the status of species which are
already at a high risk, some of which have little natural habitat left
within their distributions and will require habitat restoration to
reduce their risk of extinction. In fact, high-risk and low-risk
species showed markedly different changes in their overlap with
intermediate HFP values with high-risk species facing consistently larger increase in HFP levels. This was conﬁrmed, with
an even stronger pattern, when looking at uplisted vs not uplisted
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Fig. 6 Changes in the overlap between species ranges and high human footprint (HFP) values for each biogeographic realm*. The underlying map reports,
for each biome within each realm, the threshold at which change in HFP values is the highest for high-risk species. The plots report the average change in
the overlap between species ranges and HFP values bigger than a given threshold within each realm (with high-risk species in red and low-risk species in
blue). The shaded areas around the lines in the plots represent the 95% standard credible interval measured across a total of: 493 AA species, 854 AT
species, 604 IM species, 259 NA species, 949 NT species, 442 PA species*. *Realm acronyms: AA Australasia, AT Afrotropical, IM Indomalay, NA
Nearctic, NT Neotropical, PA Palearctic

species, albeit this latter classiﬁcation could not be used for
extinction risk modelling due to very high imbalance in species
numbers between the two classes. The identiﬁcation of this HFP
threshold (i.e. 3), and what happens when changes occur in the
HFP around this threshold, provide simple guidelines for identifying tipping points beyond which human activities might lead
to species decline.
We found some biogeographical differences in the way low-risk
and high-risk species overlap with HFP values. Particular
exceptions were found in the grassland biomes of the Afrotropical
realm and in the moist forest biome of the IndoMalay realm,
where low-risk species faced similar (or higher) increase in HFP
values compared to their high-risk counterparts. These exceptions
might indicate that species living in those environments are
relatively resilient to human pressure as measured in the HFP
index, and respond more strongly to other pressures not incorporated in the index such as ﬁre regimes, especially relevant in
African grasslands25, and overexploitation, relevant in Southeast
Asia26. However there is also the possibility that some species
currently classiﬁed as low-risk might actually be facing a higher
risk of extinction than previously thought, especially in forested
biomes, as it seems to result from recent, rapid, deforestation27.
These results support the call for a status re-assessment of these
species within these regions. Interestingly however, when HFP
change was considered as a predictor of risk within separate
6

biogeographic realms and in combination with other variables, we
found that low thresholds (in the range 1–5, depending on the
realm) still performed the best in separating low from high HFP
values. This demonstrates that the conservation of intact areas,
and areas with little human modiﬁcation, is relevant at the scale
of individual realms and not only globally.
Our results showed that high-risk species had faced larger
increases in pressure levels within areas of moderate HFP values,
while low-risk species had faced larger pressure increases in areas
of former low HFP (those < 2). This includes the loss of wilderness areas, which was more likely to occur within the range of
low-risk species than high-risk species. This ﬁnding is probably
related to the fact threatened species are less likely to overlap with
wilderness areas compared to non-threatened species, as a
reﬂection of pressure operating within their past ranges. This
ﬁnding means that the continuous conversion of intact and nearintact areas will likely result in species that are currently classiﬁed
as low-risk to become high-risk in the future. The loss of intact
lands within the ranges of low-risk species should thus act as an
early indication of a trajectory of increasing species endangerment, and points to the need of identifying, and securing, those
remaining intact ecosystems.
Our model was better able to correctly classify low-risk species
than high-risk species. This might be related the fact that some
high-risk species are responding to different components of
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pressures, not well represented here, while low-risk species are
just not facing signiﬁcant pressures. However this same pattern
was also found (at various degrees) in other extinction risk
modelling exercises3,7,8,28, indicating that the condition under
which species are likely to undergo a low-risk transition are likely
easier to identify compared to the conditions leading to high-risk
transitions. When human pressure is operating, the risk for
species is determined by a complex combination of pressure
levels, species’ sensitivity and their potential for adaption29, which
determine higher levels of uncertainty in the predictions. This
adds a level of complexity in understanding the relationship
between pressure change and change in species extinction risk.
The current availability of HFP maps (for the years 1993 and
2009) allowed us to test the relationship between human pressure
and extinction risk over a similar time frame, that encompasses
three or more generations for 73% species in our analyses30. This
relationship between change in HFP and change in extinction risk
can serve as a basis for future research. For example, our modelling framework, calibrated on observed trends, can allow projecting future extinction risk transitions under alternative
scenarios of socio-economic development31. This will require
generating future projections of the base pressure layers that
constitute the HFP map, as well as predicting the shift in species
distributions due to future climate and land-use change32. Also,
the established relationship between HFP and extinction risk
transitions can be used to estimate the risk faced by ‘data deﬁcient’ species28,33, but this would require resolving the taxonomic
and geographical uncertainty characterising species in this
category.
Efforts to integrate human pressure maps and extinction risk
has the potential to change the way we assess species risk9 and
proactively inform conservation action in a way that minimises
the number of species that will face a high risk of decline. Conservation organisations that have a mission to prevent the decline
of species can use our approach to prioritise actions for minimizing extinction risk. These include both species that are already
threatened with extinction and species that are likely to become
so if current rates of intensiﬁcation in the human footprint
continue into the future. The HFP index presents a standardised
representation of human pressure levels, combining different
human activities that represent potential sources of impact for
species. While this index represents a comprehensive and easy
tool for estimating change in species extinction risk and guide
broad-scale conservation efforts, we acknowledge that it cannot
substitute local-scale assessments of the conservation needs of
each species. Instead, knowing which species and which areas are
most likely to face a high risk can guide the prioritisation of localscale assessments by conservation practitioners.

were assigned a score of 4, which decayed exponentially out to 15 km away from
the waters. After each pressure layer was standardised within the same values
range, they were summed together to create a cumulative map of human pressure.
The results are two globally standardised HFP maps, with values ranging from 0 to
50 and a spatial resolution of 1 km2, one for the year 1993 and one for 2009 (based
on pressure layers referred to the different periods). In this analysis we use the
integer version of the HFP maps, to only represent integer changes in the index
(+ 1, + 2, + 3 etc.).
We measured the change in HFP values for each 1 km2 terrestrial grid cell
between 1993 and 2009, and contrasted this change with species geographic
distributions to understand changes in perceived treat levels for the species. HFP
change can result in an increase in pressure level, i.e. from lower to higher values,
or a decrease in pressure, i.e. the opposite. Here we only accounted for increases in
HFP values, as decreases in pressure levels (e.g. abandonment of agricultural land)
are likely to take time before having a measurable effect on species threat status,
especially for species with a long generation time such as some of the high-risk
species in our dataset30 (average generation time for high-risk species is 7 years,
compared to 4.5 years for low-risk species). We used HFP and its change over time
as a predictor of extinction risk change, in combination with previously identiﬁed
variables (Table 1).
Species extinction risk change. We represented the extinction risk of terrestrial
mammal species using the information available from the IUCN Red List35, and
the retrospective Red List Assessments published in Hoffmann et al.13. We considered the 2010 IUCN Red List categories of each species and the retrospectively
assigned categories for 1996. These latter categories were deﬁned using the same
methodology as the 2010 assessments, but referred to the past condition of the
species. We considered the following IUCN Red List categories, assigned using a set
of ﬁve quantitative criteria with associated sub-criteria and thresholds36: Least
Concern (LC); Near Threatened (NT); Vulnerable (VU); Endangered (EN); Critically Endangered (CR); Extinct in the Wild (EW); Extinct (EX). We excluded
species not evaluated in the Red List, those without a deﬁned risk of extinction
category (Data Deﬁcient), and those already extinct at the beginning of the study
period. We retained 4421 species of terrestrial mammals with a deﬁned extinction
risk category for the years 1996 and 2010, corresponding to 83% of all species in the
group.
We recorded the initial (1996) and ﬁnal (2010) Red List category of each
species, and followed Di Marco et al.8 in classifying species into two main groups
(Fig. 1): low-risk transitions and high-risk transitions. The low-risk group included
species that were LC throughout the study period, together with species that moved
from any higher Red List category to a lower category (i.e. category ‘downlisting’).
The high-risk group included all species that were originally threatened or near
threatened and retained their category throughout the study period, together with
species that moved from any lower Red List category to a higher category (i.e.
category ‘uplisting’). The method behind this classiﬁcation has been statistically
justiﬁed8, and reﬂects the fact that remaining within the same Red List category
through time does not necessarily imply that a species is in a stable condition. For
instance, while a species that retains a LC category is not undergoing a signiﬁcant
population decline (or loss of geographic range), a species retaining a threatened
category implies substantial continued decline36.
We also tested the use of a more conservative approach for classifying
extinction risk transitions, where species were separated into two groups: ‘uplisted’
species, those that had a deterioration in their Red List category (eg from Least
Concern to Near Threatened), and ‘not uplisted’ species, those that retained the
same category or improved it. This classiﬁcation can be seen as a more conservative
approach for deﬁning extinction risk transitions, because in this case the ‘high-risk’
group only includes transitions that are of sufﬁcient magnitude to generate an
upward shift in Red List categories. This classiﬁcation however generated a large
imbalance between species groups, with only ~4% of species being included in the
uplisted class.

Methods
Human footprint state and change. We used the recent release of the global HFP
map14,16, to represents the cumulative human impact on the environment. This
map is built from eight base layers: (i) the extent of built environments; (ii) crop
land; (iii) pasture land; (iv) human population density; (v) night-time lights; (vi)
railways; (vii) roads; and (viii) navigable waterways. Following the approach originally proposed by Sanderson and colleagues34, each layer was placed in a
1–10 scale with a value weighted according to the relative intensity of human
pressure (see Venter et al.14 for full justiﬁcation and validation): (i) all built
environments were assigned a score of 10 while non-built environment had a score
of zero); (ii) areas mapped as croplands were assigned a score of 7; (iii) areas
mapped as pasture lands were assigned a score of 4; (iv) areas with a high human
population density of > 1,000 people/km2 received a score of 10, while areas with
lower density received a lower log-scaled score; (v) areas were divided into 10
quantiles of increased night-time light intensity associated to score of 1 to 10, while
areas with no lights were assigned a zero; (vi) railways and their immediate 500 m
buffers were given a score of 8, with a value of zero elsewhere (i.e. assuming no
indirect impact); (vii) roads and their immediate 500 m buffers were given a score
of 8 (direct impact), while nearby areas up to 15 km had score that decayed
exponential to zero (indirect impact); (viii) areas adjacent to navigable water bodies

Human footprint as a driver of extinction risk change. Several methods are
available to measure the level of overlap between a spatial pressure layer and a
species’ geographic range22. These include both measures of central tendencies, e.g.
the mean/median pressure level observed within the range, and measures of spatial
extent, e.g. how much of the species range is covered with high pressure levels.
Measuring the extent of high pressure levels within a species’ range has been shown
to be a more sensitive way to predict extinction risk than using mean pressure
levels22 and was often a preferred choice in comparative extinction risk modelling21,37. However, identifying the best way for separating low and high pressure
levels requires testing multiple thresholds.
We measured the cumulative overlap between 1993 and 2009 HFP values
within species ranges, generating curves to represent how much of a species’ range
overlaps with increasing values of HFP (from 0 to 50). We used the same species
distribution range maps for these measures, since past range maps for the
~4500 species included in our analyses were not available. Given our study period
was reasonably restricted (16 years), we assumed change in the extent of species
geographic range was overall limited. We generated separate curves to represent
the average accumulation of HFP values in low-risk and high risk species, both in
1993 and 2009. We then tested all possible thresholds of HFP (from HFP > 0 to
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HFP > 49) to deﬁne the change in the overlap between species ranges and high HFP
values between 1993 and 2009. We measured the proportional difference, between
1993 and 2009, in the overlap of species ranges with HFP values smaller or equal
than the deﬁned threshold. We also measured the changes in the extension of high
HFP values after discarding areas where HFP values were lower in 2009 than in
1993 (assuming ‘no change’ in those cases). We reported the effect size of the
extent of high HFP values in low-risk vs. high-risk species, and the effect size of the
change in the extent of high HFP values in low-risk vs. high-risk species, using
Cohen’s d statistic38.
We used HFP change to predict species extinction risk transitions (low-risk vs
high-risk), using a multi-variable Random Forest model3,7,8. Following previous
works8,39, we included important intrinsic and extrinsic predictors of risk (see
Table 1 for a description). In identifying extrinsic variables, we favoured those
datasets with a good temporal match with the period over which extinction risk
transitions were observed. We did not include species’ range size as a predictor, in
order to prevent potential circularity in the estimation of extinction risk4. We used
as predictors both the current extent of high HFP values within species’ ranges, and
the proportional change in the extent of high HFP values through time. For
example, we measured how much of the distribution range of the lion (Panthera
leo) is currently in overlap with HFP values of x or above, and which proportion of
the lion’s range has undergone a change from low ( < x) to high ( ≥ x) values of
HFP during 1993–2009. We measured the importance of HFP as a predictor
relative to other variables, using two standard metrics for Random Forest models19.
The ﬁrst metric is the decrease in classiﬁcation accuracy, reporting the decrease in
the model’s ability to correctly classify data if the values of a predictor variable are
randomly permuted. The second metric is the decrease in Gini coefﬁcient,
reporting the total decrease in Gini coefﬁcient from splitting the data based on a
predictor variable, averaged over all classiﬁcation trees in the Random Forest. We
also report the overall performance of our Random Forest model during crossvalidation, in terms of: proportion of correctly classiﬁed species, proportion of
correctly classiﬁed high-risk species (sensitivity), proportion of correctly classiﬁed
low-risk species (speciﬁcity), and true skill statistic40 (TSS = sensitivity +
speciﬁcity −1).
We tested the use of a Random Forest model to predict uplisted vs not uplisted
species, but found completely biased results with almost all species being classiﬁed
as not uplisted. This implies the model is unable to correctly classify uplisted
species, due to the very large imbalance between number of uplisted species (4% of
the total) and number of not uplisted species (96% of the total). We thus only
report the main results on the low-risk vs high-risk model.
Measuring human footprint impact across biogeographic realms. We represented the biogeographical variation in HFP change, by measuring the change in
overlap of species ranges with high HFP values (again testing all HFP thresholds)
within separate biogeographical domains. We run separate analyses for separate
biogeographic realms, and for separate biomes within each realm (i.e. biomerealms), following the biogeographic classiﬁcation of the world proposed by Olson
et al.41. In this case we only retained species with > 50% of their distributions
within a realm, or a biome-realm, and we discarded all biome-realms which did not
have at least ﬁve low-risk and ﬁve high-risk species. We also run separate Random
Forest models for species restricted to separate biogeographic realms, following the
same settings as in the global model (see previous section).
All spatial analyses were performed in GRASS GIS42, statistical analyses were
performed in R43, using the packages ‘effsize’44 and ‘randomForests’45.
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